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The goal is to realize several PV projects in México. The first one of 30 MWn (up to 35 
MWp)would be installed in a first step, followed by two other projects with 30 Mwn each, to come 
upto a total volume of 90 MWn ( 105 MWp )
* The PV plants will be installed in the north of Sonora; the land is very well situated only 6Km 
from the USA border and has a very high solar radiation.
* The promoter already works with international EPC companies with international and local 
experience, to guarantee the correct execution and work quality
• The connection point is only 4,5 km away from the project area and the grid connection line will 
be situated along a national road
•  As recently negotiated, it is possible to close PPA agreements with the local electricity company 
CFE for 20 years with a sales price of 0,085 USD and other PPA agreements with private 
corporations for 20 years with a minimum price of 0,09 USD/kWh
• It would be the final investor who selects the more convenient deal. The location of the plant 
also allows to sell the electricity to either of the two countries Mexico or USA
•  The land is situated in a tax free area, and the project will benefit of numerous advantages as 
import taxes and IVA.
• The local promoter may participate in the project up to final building and connection, or sell the 
project rights as ready to build. 

1. The project
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The PV project has obtained all the necessary administrative authorizations, like environment and the 
national operative contract (CRE) and the municipal solvency. The SPV company offers all the local 
support during the building period up to the grid connection, and also a guarantee of 1.208.142 USD 
would be offered to get the PPA contract if necesarry.

•  A specialized financial group is invited to participate and would be encharged to organize the 
necesarry bridge loans and act  as final investment group.

•  Julisel S.A. y Factory Sun Solar Solutions S.A., are the owners of the three projects and are well 
known in the local market. They can show grate experience in important energy projects in Mexico 
and at other countries in Europe and America. The companies are interested a long term 
collaboration and participation.

•  FEC Services is a Suisse consulting company with experience in promotion, building and 
optimizing the production and profitability of Pv plants.

2. Structural organization
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The project will be build in area of a 100 Hectárs and the land already has been rented by the  
SPV company for the next 25 years.

•  The works should start in the first quater of 2016,  and the plant should be connected to the 
grid in the first trimester of 2017.

•  The promotor hs to fullfill the PPA conditions and connect the lant on time, to guantee the 
agreed sales price for the next  20 years.

•  This region of the north has a solar radiation of more then 2.100 Kwh/m2 and the estimated 
production should be higher then 2.100 kWh/kWp (70 Gwh/year).

•  The substation and the grid connection line will be the same for the three projects, so that 
most of the costs of the first 30 Mwn can be used for the two other projects.

•  The lay out and the profitability calculations have been prepared by the experts and 
collaborators of the SPV, as also first quality components proposed to assure a high 
performance of the PV plants.

3. Evolution
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4. Location
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5. Radiation map and location
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Terrenos para realizar el 
proyecto

6. The property location
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7. Grid connection
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Subestación de evacuación de 
CFE
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8. Cockpit:
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Installed capacity          34.632    KWp 

Specific anual yield one axes            2.049  KWp/KWh/Year 

Feed- in .Tariff                                          0,09    $USD/KWh 

Total final investment                      59.082.192 $USD 

Sales price / KWp                                    1.706    $USD/KWp 

Equity (in %)                                                  30% 

Equity                                                 17.724.657,6 $USD   

Loan                                                   41.357.534,4 $USD    



09. Contact:
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